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THE LANGUAGE OF SINGING

When I was just a little girl1 my father would read aloud from 
my pink book of fairy-tales. Actually he only did it once. And the 
reason why I remember it so clearly, is that I didn’t understand a 
word of what he said. My father is not a bad speaker, neither a bad 
reader. But he had, in my young ears, an extremely rough voice. 
The roughness of his voice and the monotony of his reading meta-
morphosed into a compact mass of incomprehensible sounds. I was 
incapable of extracting the single words from it, and put them into 
a logical sequence. The few words I did get out of this chanting, 
dissolved into a fog of confusion, and the scattered meaning, made 
the whole even more absurd.
      The sensitivity of a child’s ears towards sound2, is comparable 
with its sensibility towards taste and smell. In the same way that a 
strong taste can be unbearable for children, a particular sound can 
be overwhelming. Supposedly, the peculiarity or roughness of my 
fathers voice, became an obstruction for my comprehension of his 
words, the understanding of what he was saying. There might be 
49R5B5>D�B51C?>C�6?B�D89C�B513D9?>��C5>C929<9DI��15CD85D93�38?935�1>4�
5H@5B95>35��*85�3?=@<5H9DI�?6�D85�B?E78�C?E>4�=978D�81F5�1R53D54�
=I�5H@5B95>35�?6�9D��31EC9>7�1>�15CD85D93�C5<53D9?>�?B�49R5B5>D91D9?>�
of it. Hearing this “unclearness” or dissonance of the voice, my 
2B19>�=978D�81F5�3<1CC9S54�9D�1C�1>�E>@<51C1>D�C?E>43.

It is generally believed that children at a certain age restrict their 
S5<4�?6�@5B35@D9?>��D?�D85�PG5<<�;>?G>�D89>7CQ��9>�?B45B�D?�@B5F5>D�

1. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SdhAfMor9BM
2. Aging, our hearing decreases, caused to gradual damage of the hair-cells in the inner ear 

�3?38<51����>�D89C�C5>C5�D85�51BC�?6�389<4B5>�1B5�=?B5�P6B5C8Q�1>4�E>1R53D54���8DD@���GGG�>9434�
nih.gov/health/hearing/Pages/Age-Related-Hearing-Loss.aspx)

3. Soundwaves travel through the ear, and their vibration makes some small bones move- this 
movement makes the liquid around the hair-cells move. The hair-cells sends then electrical im-
pulses to the cells that signals the sound to the brain. When the electrical impulses are regular, 
the sound is received as pleasantwhen it is irregular, it is perceived as unpleasant. Further-
more, neurons get agitated by the irregular noise- some neurons have the task to analyse these 
C?E>4C�1>4�S>4�1�@1DD5B>���138�D9=5�1�@1DD5B>�9C�6?E>4��D85�2B19>�<51B>C�9D��1>4�G9<<�B53?7>9J5�
9D�>5HD�D9=5�1C�>?D�>535CC1B9<I�49CDEB29>7���6�D85I�619<�D?�S>4�1�@1DD5B>��1�385=931<�B513D9?>�
B5<51C5C��?@1=9>5��D?�=E38��?@1=9>5�31>�3B51D5�B513D9?>C�C9=9<1B�D?�C389J?@8B5>91���8DD@���
www.radiolab.org/story/91512-musical-language/)
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their own confusion.4 This might be an element in the development 
of our aesthetic sense, starting in childhood by a natural selection, 
and later eventually broadened by the given environment (including 
the education of parents, teachers ecc.) It might also have been, in 
my case, the unusual fact of hearing a male voice reading, since all 
my earlier experiences with the reading voice, were based on female 
teachers, and the voice of my mother.
      This clear memory of words turning into ungraspable sounds, 
?@5>54�6?B�=5�1�C5B95C�?6�D8?E78DC�1B?E>4�D85�F?935��9DC�3?=@?C9-
tion, its use, and the way it is received. This lead to a main con-
cern- what happens to language, when it turns into singing? And 
in this anecdote it is clear, that there is a focal point in the very 
essence of the voice- even before it turns into clear singing. If I 
would have chosen the memory of my mother singing to me as a 
389<4��=1>I�?D85B�613D?BC�G?E<4�81F5�814�1�C97>9S31>D�B?<5��CE38�1C�
the nostalgia and sentimentality linked to the maternal voice. The 
function of the mother singing to her child, is the one of consoling 
and establishing a bond of comfort and love. The function of my fa-
ther reading tended instead towards an educational purpose, trying 
to creatively and intellectually stimulating me. The focal point is 
therefore between the logical element of words, twisted and altered 
by the aesthetic and emotional one of sound and musicality.

In this paper, I will try to deal with these thoughts, by analysing 
49R5B5>D�@85>?=5>1�9>F?<F9>7�D85�C9>79>7�F?935��6B?=�D85�B5<9-
79?EC�EC5�?6�49F9>5�C9>79>7��D?�D85�=EC931<�9>D5B:53D9?>C�?6��<F9C��
(5T53D9>7�?>�D85�F?935OC�@<1EC92<5�65D9C89C=��1>4�3?>>?D1D9?>C�D?�

4. A similar selection is explained by food neophobia. The theory is that there has been an 
evolutionary advantage in taking precautions in trying new tastes, due to the risks of intoxica-
tion. Around the age when children are able to walk-and therefore select their own food, this 
phenomena occurs. It is therefore believed that children are born with this instinct, and can 
seem to be picky in their development of taste during their growth. It might be same principle 
D81D�3?E>DC�6?B�?D85B�C5<53D9?>C�1>4�38?935C�9>�D85�389<4C�2B19>����<<5I��*�(���!����&?DD5B���	

���
“Food Neophobia and Sensation Seeking”. Handbook of Behavior, Food and Nutrition.Springer. 
@@���	�M����
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D85�S7EB5�?6�=ID8��9DC�65=9>9>5�1DDB92ED5C�1>4�>5EB?<?7931<�@1D-
terns. These investigations are driven by a main concern- the con-
servatism and limits of language in music. I want to argue for the 
way that language (with)in music still is very bound to the expecta-
tion of a narrative and illustrative text, coherently in synergy with 
the music- language and music aiming to correspond with each 
other- and how this actually can be a limit for the use of language. 
I would dare to say, that where poetry has developed away from the 
classical notion of text being a logical illustration of thoughts, the 
language in music (song-lyrics) is stuck within a pedagogical mode 
of delivery, not daring to deal with the possibilities of language nor 
to give the listener another kind of freedom of listening. I want to 
propose another awareness around (the possibilities of) language, 
not only in the reception of listening, but also in the way it is actu-
ally being used in music.

6
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THE LANGUAGE OF SINGING

�?G�D?�=19>D19>�D85�F1<E5C�?6�D5HD��G85>�9D�=1D5B91<9J5C�D8B?E78�
the voice- not just the speaking voice, but the singing voice?
      As Mladen Dolar gives several examples of in her book5, there 
seems to be a history of linguistics dealing with the problematics 
of the singing voice- how the musical element of singing interferes 
with the textual, semantic “The fact that singing blurs the word and makes 
3>�.3M-?6>�>9�?8./<=>+8.��I��2+=�=/<@/.�+=�>2/�,+=3=�09<�+�:2369=9:23-+6�.3=><?=>�09<�
>23=�L9?<3=2381�90�>2/�@93-/�+>�>2/�/B:/8=/�90�>2/�>/B>H6 What Dolar describes 
as the consequence of this belief, is a tendency to “banish fascination 
A3>2�>2/�@93-/H since the voice in its pure element exceeds the seman-
tic, and therefore G�>?<8�>2/�>+,6/=�98�>2/�=3183K/.��3>�</@/<=/=�>2/�23/<+<-2CH. 
The voice in singing weakens the authority of the word, embedding 
it in aesthetics and blurring its logos.

So, starting from the presupposition that all language is altered 
G85>�=1D5B91<9J54�D8B?E78�D85�C9>79>7�F?935��G5�81F5�DG?�C5DC�?6�
problematics: First the limitations of the delivery of the textual 
“message” (the implication of melody), second the invocation of 
response to the aesthetics around the voice ( the aesthetics linked to 
the physicality and singing-style of the performer).
      In other words: on one hand the melodic vocal alteration, 
causing a poorer understanding of the text (when for example com-
pared to the speaking voice or the reading of a text), on the other 
hand the interpretation of the performer. But, of course, to make 
these presuppositions, one has to take into account the element of 
temporality. Temporality meant as the time in which the (action 
of) singing is perceived by the listener, and which constitutes the 
impression of the listener. So the point is not only how the melod-
93�1<D5B1D9?>�?6�D85�G?B4C��9>�D85�C9>79>7��1R53DC�8?G�D85�<9CD5>5B�
perceives them, but also the limited time in which the brain has to 
assimilate both the musical perception and the textual (and thereby 
make an “intellectual” and logical reading of the words.) The ra-

5. �?<1B��#<145>���,?935�1>4�$?D89>7�#?B5��)8?BD��9B3E9D��#�*�&B5CC��		��
6. �?<1B��@@��	�?<1B��#<145>���,?935�1>4�$?D89>7�#?B5��)8?BD��9B3E9D��#�*�&B5CC��		��
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D9?>1<9J1D9?>�?6�D85�G?B4C�G5�851B�259>7�CE>7�9C�D85B56?B5�>?D�?><I�
49R5B5>D�6B?=�D85�B1D9?>1<9J1D9?>�?6�D85�G?B4C�259>7�B514��2ED�1<C?�
of those spoken.
      It can therefore be a major frustration, regarding the per-
formative act of singing itself, that the text always will be in the 
shadow of the music, as if the auditive and musical immediacy of 
perception in the brain, always will be prior to the understanding, 
D85�45�3?49S31D9?>�?6�D85�D5HD���9BCD�3?=5C�D85�=EC93�D85�F?935��1>4�
then the text. As if our brain is incapable of reacting simultaneous-
ly on both levels.
      By this I do not want to neglect the value of words and pose 
D81D�D85I�1B5�>?D�259>7�1C�5R53D9F5<I�1>4�AE93;<I�B1D9?>1<9J54��1>4�
@B?212<I�D89C�9C�5H13D<I�D85�@?G5B�?6�C9>79>7��D81D�G?B4C�1B5�E>45B-
stood on another level than just the intellectual one. (I will come 
back to this) But the problem might be, that the distance between 
intellectual and sensual perception, is somehow cut short by the 
conventional expectation of the singing: as if these two poles (in-
tellect vs. sensuality) in which the singing balances, in the trial of 
49R5B9>7�6B?=�D85�SBCD��D??�AE93;<I�=?F5C�D?�D85�?D85B��D85�C5>CE1<�
one- which entails the danger of it becoming a fetish object7. I will 
come back to this.

)?�8?G�31>�D85�C9>79>7�B5=19>�9>�1�DG9<978D�J?>5�?6�C5>C5�1>4�
sensibility?

7. The fetish object mentioned here is related to the term “Commodity Fetishism” of Carl Marx, 
1@@51B9>7�9>��1@9D1<���B9D9AE5�?6�&?<9D931<��3?>?=I�6B?=�
�����#1BH�5H@<19>C�8?G��9>�1�31@-
italistic society, objects obtain a social attribute in themselves, regardlessly from their actual 
production value. By this, commodities as objects, are worshipped as having an own value, in 
the same way that religious fetish-objects are believed to have super-natural powers- “In order, 
D85B56?B5��D?�S>4�1>�1>1<?7I�G5�=ECD�D1;5�T978D�9>D?�D85�=9CDI�B51<=�?6�B5<979?>��*85B5�D85�
@B?4E3DC�?6�D85�8E=1>�2B19>�1@@51B�1C�1ED?>?=?EC�S7EB5C�5>4?G54�G9D8�1�<965�?6�D859B�?G>��
which enter into relations both with each other and with the human race. So it is in the world 
of commodities with the products of men’s hands. I call this the fetishism which attaches itself 
to the products of labour as soon as they are produced as commodities, and is therefore insepa-
rable from the production of commodities”

9
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THE LANGUAGE OF SINGING

It might be a sensual utopia striving to achieve and/or train the ear 
to assimilate the text in the singing, as quickly, deeply and nu-
anced as possible. It might instead be a question of temporality (as 
=5>D9?>54�256?B5���B51<9J9>7�D81D�D85�D5HDOC�5R53D�?>�EC�9C�9>4554�1C�
strong and immediate, but the “logical” digestion of it is scattered
through the whole temporal spectrum of our life.
      While the music automatically takes a great part of the senso-
rial activity, the text might seem secondary for the listener’s aware-
ness, but this might as well be due to a split perception, where the 
text is consumed unconsciously and thereby mentally “stored”, and 
can (re-)appear at “random” times, triggered by other circumstances. 
The question is not how little we perceive the textual message, but 
9>�G81D�G1I��G89<5�D85�3?>35>DB1D9?>�9C�9>D5>C9S54�1B?E>4�D85�D5HD�
in reading a poem, it is split in the act of listening to a song- but 
exactly this twoleveled situation reveals other possibilities of expe-
rience of music and text. One could even propose 3 points of con-
centration: 1-music, 2-text, 3-image/body/ performative style (since 
personal “style/expression” of the performer also shines through in 
a recording.)
      Anyhow, a bilateral association-system. On the one hand the 
situation in which we hear a word, and a song pop’s up in our 
head, or we hear a song and remember a certain situation where a 
particular word is mentioned, or a certain chain of thoughts occurs 
to us, as being linked to that particular word, assimilated at another 
time, through the song.
      Neurologist Oliver Sacks, describes in his book Musicophilia 
49R5B5>D�31C5C�3?>35B>9>7�=EC93�1>4�D85�2B19>��%>5�?6�D85�=19>�
discussions is, wether or not we perceive music separately on an 
emotional level or on an intellectual level. In some experiments on 
the drug Mescalin, the doctor Antony Storr noted how his experi-
ence, listening to music happened to be almost purely emotional8. 
�5�45C3B925C�8?G�85��<9CD5>9>7�D?�1�@9535�?6�#?J1BD��814�1>�5H17-
gerated emotional response, while he was incapable of perceiving 

8. %<9F5B�)13;C�#EC93?@89<91��*1<5C�?6�#EC93�1>4�D85��B19>��!>?@6��		��@@����
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D85�6?B=�?6�D85�=EC93��"9CD5>9>7�D?�D85�49R5B5>D�@1BDC��85�3?E<4�
not experience their sequentiality, due to the lack of structural 
6E>3D9?>9>7�1R53D54�2I�D85�4BE7��*85�B539@B?31<�<9>;�25DG55>�D85�
musical parts (their coherence) vanished, creating a confusioncthat 
scattered the emotional impact. Sacks therefore assumes that the 
part of the brain responding to the emotionality of the musical 
5H@5B95>35��49R5BC�6B?=�D85�@1BD�=1>179>7�CDBE3DEB5�1>4�6?B=��$?D�
?><I�D89C5=?D9?>C�@B?F?;54�2I�=EC93��1B5�75>5B1D54�49R5B5>D<I�D85>�
other emotions:

“�8.�>2/�0+->�>2+>�98/�7+C�2+@/�89>�986C�+�=/6/->3@/�69==�90�7?=3-+6�/79>398�,?>�
+8�/;?+66C�=/6/->3@/�=?../8�7?=3-9:2363+��I��37:63/=�>2+>�>2/�/79>398+6�</=:98=/�
>9�7?=3-�7+C�2+@/�+�@/<C�=:/-3K-�:2C=396913-+6�,+=3=�90�3>=�9A8��98/�A23-2�3=�
.3=>38->�0<97�>2+>�90�/79>398+6�</=:98=3@/8/==�38�1/8/<+6�“9

Sacks also describes cases of Amusia
	 where, after a trauma, the 
structural recognition of music was not damaged or altered, but 
only the emotional reaction was lacking- the patients could ac-
knowledge the structure of a musical piece and be intrigued by it, 
but had no longer any kind of emotional connotations to it. They 
3?E<4�D5<<�D85�49R5B5>35�6B?=�D85�5=?D9?>1<�9=@13D�D81D�?D85B�
forms of art could evoke in them, from the apathetic impact of 
music.11

      In this line of thoughts, one could conclude, that without the 
<?7931<��CDBE3DEB1<�B1D9?>1<9J1D9?>��D85�5=?D9?>1<�B5C@?>C5�<??C5C�
9DC�5R53D��%EB�5=?D9?>1<�5H@5B95>35�?6�=EC93�9C�45@5>45>D�?>�D85�
logical processing, and the same would count when it comes to 
singing- The emotional linked to melody, and the logical to its form 
and the language within. Assuming that the logical processing of 
the musicality (form) of the voice, is linked to the absorption of 
language and its semantics, they altogether accomplish/accentuates 

9. )13;C��@@���	

	�� Brain-disorder, due to damage or congenital, where the musical recognition and memory are 

1R53D54���)13;C�@@�
���
11. Sacks, pp.333

13



THE LANGUAGE OF SINGING

the emotional response. Or to put it as Dolar, for the voice to fully 
?F5B3?=5�D85�C5=1>D93��9D�>554C�D85�C97>9S5B��D85�F?935�9C�1>�G/B-
:</==398�,/C98.�7/+8381��/B:</==398�A23-2�3=�79</�>2+8�7/+8381��C/>�/B:</==398�
A23-2�0?8->398=�986C�38�>/8=398�A3>2�7/+8381��3>�8//.=�>2/�=3183K/<�+=�+�6373>�>9�
><+8=-/8.�+8.�>9�</@/+6�3>=�,/C98.�H 12
������*85�@EB5�F?935�1<?>5�81C�1�G51;5B�5R53D��D81>�G85>�@ED�
together with the limits of the text. It’s essence shines through its 
opposition, the expanding power of melody comes to expression 
when captured in the system and margins of the text. It seems like 
D85�C1=5�=5381>9C=��=EC931<�@1BDC�81F5�D?�25�?B71>9J54�2I�D85�
2B19>��SBCD�>?D5�2I�>?D5��9>D?�G81D�G5�@5B359F5�1C�1�=5<?4I��D85>�
to make sense and coherently give the emotional impression, these 
melodies have to have a relation one to the other, in their sequence. 
"9;5G9C5��G?B4C�SBCD�81F5�D?�25�1>1<IJ54�2I�D85�C9>7<5�C?E>4C�1>4�
>?D5C�D85I�3?>C9CD�?6��D?�=1;5�C5>C5��1>4�D85>�?B71>9J54�9>�C5-
quence (sentence), to give an understanding of their corresponding 
meaning.
      The two main regions of the brain, where language is prov-
en to be processed, are called Broca’s area and Wernieke’s area13 . 
Werniekes area is where the comprehension of language and the 
communicative abilities are developed. Broca’s area is more related 
to speech. Both are regions of the brain where thoughts, feelings, 
impressions are translated into to words and further activated for 
3?==E>931D9F5�@EB@?C5C��1<<�21C54�?>�CI=2?<93�45�3?49S31D9?>14.
      These areas are active in the dominant hemisphere of the brain 
(mostly left-hemisphere), though, the activity of, and connection to 
the less-dominant hemisphere is believed to be of great importance. 
In cases of aphasia 15, where the left brain hemisphere is damaged 
(hereunder Broca’s and Werniekes areas), it is possible to regain 
the abilities of speech, but by appealing to the other hemisphere, 

12. �?<1B��@��	
13. Named after neurologists Pier Paul Broca and Carl Wernieke.
14. �B19>�1>4�#9>4���921��?E>41D9?>�)I=@?C9E=������ ?8>�-9<5I��>4�)?>C��		���@@����

15. Disfunction of the language related areas in the brain, after brain damage, such as strokes, 

31>35B��DB1E=1C�533���)13;C�@@����	�

14
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D85�<5CC�4?=9>1>D��D85�B978D���*89C�G1C�1CCE=54��16D5B�B51<9J9>7�D81D�
patients, who lost their ability to speak- still were able to sing.
      His conclusion is then, that language is somehow accumulated 
9>�?D85B�1B51C�?6�D85�2B19>��2ED�49R5B5>D<I�PCD?B54Q��<9;5�9>�D85�31C5�
of singing. The semantic reading of words and the cognitive process 
?6��<9CD5>9>7�D?�D85��C9>79>7��9C�49R5B5>D�6B?=�D85�?>5�?6�B5149>7��
because it involves the musical element. But even though
the way that our brain decodes the words of a song and translates 
them (and assembly them, in the case of reproduction-the patient 
C9>79>7�9>CD514�?6�D1<;9>7��49R5BC�6B?=�D85�P<?7931<Q�C5>C5��D85�
words are still captured and integrated, but- there is a parallel 
vocabulary and cognitive action taking place. This is why, when the 
“main” center of communication is damaged, it is possible to take 
recourse to this alternative system16.

A simple example of how language is assimilated in parallel to 
=EC93�C?>7��D81D�=?CD�@5?@<5�G?E<4�B53?7>9J5��9C�G85>�851B9>7�1�
sentence (often just a very short sequence of words) evokes a song 
with the same lyrics: If I say/write “once upon a time”, many would 
automatically hear the song line from Gloria Gaynor’s “I will 
CEBF9F5Q��?B��?>>95�*I<5BC�P*?D1<��3<9@C5�?6�D85��51BDQ���?B�5F5>�
remember the music from “Once upon a time in the West”)

� P%>35�E@?>�1�D9=5����G1C�@5DB9S54�Q
 “Once upon a time I was falling in love, now I’m only   
  falling apart”

*89C�9==5491D5�B513D9?>�81F5�<9DD<5�D?�4?�G9D8�D85�C97>9S31>35�?6�
the words. The relation between the sentence just heard, and the 
song that comes to our memory is purely vocal- often, when listen-
ing to a song, the words we hear are scarcely perceived because of 
D859B�=51>9>7��2ED�@B9=1B9<I�1>1<IJ54�2I�D859B�C?>93�F1<E5��*89C�
simply shows that the recognition of the sounds is much more 

16. 8DD@���GGG�I?EDE25�3?=�G1D38�F�4!*4#,�3%/G
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immediate then the rational “intellectual” one. On the other hand, 
there sometimes happen to be a more delicate or sophisticated sub-
3?>C39?EC�=5381>9C=����<1D5<I�5H@5B95>354��259>7�9>�1�49U3E<D�@5B-
sonal situation, and in the middle of the critical moment, that the 
!1D5��EC8�C?>7�P#?D85B�CD1>4C�6?B�3?=6?BDQ�@?@@54�9>D?�=I�=9>4��
I hadn’t heard the record in a long time, and I don’t remember to 
ever have considered the fact, that it contained the word “mother”. 
)D9<<��G9D8?ED�B51<9J9>7�9D����1CC9=9<1D54�D85�<IB93C�?6�D85�C?>7��1>4�
in a situation of need, I unconsciously recalled the consoling fea-
DEB5C�?6�D85�=?D85B�S7EB5���>�D89C�31C5�D85�D5HD�7?D�E>3?>C39?EC<I�
CD?B54�9>�=I�8514�G9D8?ED�=5�B51<9J9>7�9D��1>4�G1C�DB9775B54�213;��
evoked by the feeling that the words were describing17. (So the 
G?B4C�G5B5�>?D�?><I�1>1<IJ54�2I�D859B�C?>93�1>4�C5=1>D93�F1<E5��
but they were likewise connected to a certain situation and feeling). 
>?D�?><I�1>1<IJ54�2I�D859B�C?>93�1>4�C5=1>D93�F1<E5��2ED�D85I�G5B5�
likewise connected to a certain situation and feeling).

Little is known about this more “unconscious” way of assimilating 
language in music, but one could dare to say, that being a counter-
part to the rational and logical way, this is a more sensorial, and 
maybe “creative”18 way of perceiving words. We might normally be 
CDE3;�9>�1�35BD19>�C5=1>D93�S5<4��G85B5�?EB�<?793�1B?E>4�D85�5H@5B9-
ence of words is limited. If one sees our way of communication, as a 
CICD5=�?6�1CC5=2<175��1C�1�@EJJ<5D85>�D85�G1I�<1>7E175�9C�@5B359F54�

17. �>?D85B�G1I�9>�G8938�=EC93�1R53DC�=5=?BI��9C�9>�31C5C�?6�1=>5C91�?B��<J19=5BC��&1D95>DC��G8?�
almost totally lost their memory and live in conditions of deep confusion and therefore dis-at-
tachment to the outer world, have a very strong response to music. Music somehow becomes 
the key to their memory, enabling them to access parts of their memory, that else-wise would 
be hermetically sealed by the illness. (Sacks p.232-235) The case of aphasia explained before, 
where patients that lost the use of speech, slowly could with the help of music require a very 
<9=9D54�F5BC9?>�?6�D859B�C5=1>D93�=5=?BI��81C�D85�C1=5�<9=9DC�1C�1=>5C91���5B5�D85�C5=1>D93�
memory is intact, but this alone is not enough without the episodic memory, that can put all 
elements together in one overview. So where music (especially singing) before opened up for an 
alternative “language-storage”, it opens up in cases of amnesia, for memories, entire emotional 
5@9C?45C�D81D�?D85BG9C5�G?E<4�25�E>1DD19>12<5��)?��9>�D85�SBCD�31C5��=EC93�G?B;C�E>3?>C39?EC<I�
on an intellectual, semantic level (language), in the second, on an emotional level (memories). 
*89C�C8?GC�8?G�D85�5R53D�?6�=EC93��9>�1�>?B=1<�6E>3D9?>9>7�2B19>��G?B;C�?>�2?D8�<5F5<C�?6�
consciousness, and that these two spheres are not dissociable

16
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through music, consists of the same parts (words) and elements 
�C97>9S31D9?>���2ED�1CC5=2<54�1>4�?B71>9J54�9>�@1DD5B>C�D81D�G5�CD9<<�
81F5>OD�45S>54�19

      The intimate assimilation of words that we experience in read-
ing (a poem, a novel), is impossible to achieve equally from listen-
ing to a song. To do that, our whole semantic awareness should be 
>E<<9S54��@ED�D?�CD1DEC�AE?��1>4�1>?D85B�;9>4�?6�C5=1>D93�3?E<4�
be adopted (or brought to light, unraveled from the threads of the 
unconscious, since it is already there).
Though the solution might already be in the problematic itself- the 
emotional impact of music (that I before described as possibly an 
interference to the semantic understanding of text), might in this 
case be the key to the “unconscious language”, this other kind of se-
mantic. The emotional impact of music, shouldn’t therefore restrict 
the textual- delimiting the text to a mere description corresponding 
to feelings, but should only trigger a kind of association-system that 
normally belongs to the unconscious. The musical presence, should 
not simplify the function of the language to the one of narrative 
and description. It should only be the triggering motion put to the 
domino-brick, and gravity, in this case the unconscious, would do 
the rest.

18. I’m here using the word creative, as the counterpart to logical, still concerning the neurological 
terms. The notion of the brain functioning with the division of a creative left-part and a logical 
B978D�@1BD��9C�>?D�1@@B?F54�2I�>5EB?<?79CDC��C9>35�9D�9C�D?�3<E=CI�?6�1�C9=@<9S31D9?>��-5�E>45B-
stand actions linked to the senses as creative, and the ones linked to the intellect as logical- but 
D85B5�1B5�>?�2B19>�6E>3D9?>C�31<<54�1C�CE38��*8?E78��D89C�49R5B5>D91D9?>�?6�D5B=C�9C�F1<94�9>�1�
matter of consciousness. What is called a logical function in the brain is meant as conscious- 
while the creative function, is connected to the unconscious

19. �D�9C�85B5�9>D5B5CD9>7�D?�3?>C945B�D85�49R5B5>35C�25DG55>�P>?B=1<Q�<1>7E175C�1>4�D?>5�<1>7E17-
es (like for instance the chinese languages and vietnamese). These are languages, where the 
D?>1<�F1<E5�?6�1�G?B4�49R5BC�9D�6B?=�1>?D85B���81>79>7�D85�D?>1<�F1<E5��D85�G?B4�31>�381>75�
C97>9S31>35��253?=5�1�49R5B5>D�G?B4��)DE495C�C8?G�D81D�D85�12C?<ED5�51B�9C�=?B5�3?==?>�9>�
these countries as a consequence of this bigger awareness of tonal importance, in the daily 
praxis of speaking. Imagining this broader musical awareness of listening, the experience of 
language in music most seem to have the potentiality of being even more nuanced,with wider 
possibilities of unconscious language-assimilation linked to the musicality of words. This shows 
the essential link between music and language, ormore precisely, the already inborn and un-
avoidable musicality of language.
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From–your–lips–
she–drew
�
���������%���!�����
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“�C>2�3=�+�>C:/�90�=://-2��I��A2+>�7?=>�,/�K<76C�/=>+,63=2/.�+>�>2/�=>+<>�3=�>2+>�
7C>2�3=�+�=C=>/7�90�-977?83-+>398��>2+>�3>�3=�+�7/==+1/��%23=�+669A=�98/�>9�:/<-
-/3@/�>2+>�7C>2�-+889>�:9==3,6C�,/�+8�9,4/->��+�-98-/:>��9<�+8�3./+��3>�3=�+�79./�90�
=3183K-+>398��+�09<7��I��=38-/�7C>2�3=�+�>C:/�90�=://-2��/@/<C>2381�-+8�,/�+�7C>2�
:<9@3./.�3>�3=�-98@/C/.�,C�+�.3=-9?<=/��I���@/<C�9,4/->�38�>2/�A9<6.�-+8�:+==�
0<97�+�-69=/.��=36/8>�/B3=>/8-/�>9�+8�9<+6�=>+>/��9:/8�>9�+::<9:<3+>398�,C�=9-3/>C��
09<�>2/</�3=�89�6+A��I��A23-2�09<,3.=�>+65381�+,9?>�>2381=”� �	

One could turn Barthes’s last words to “For there is no law, which 
forbids singing about things.” And even more one is tempted to 
turn his statement around, and say that if speech is a type of myth, 
to sing is a type of myth, and its fetish potentials inevitable. If 
language is the discourse, the “message” that accompanies an object, 
and thereby is a myth, singing is the absolute myth, by its signi-
fying structures, carried by its musical nature (the music adding 
another discourse then “just” the one of language/text). Following 
Barthes’ thoughts, coming to an “oral” state is indeed the metamor-
phosis of the object to myth. Object is silent, closed (obtuse) and 
human, while myth is revelation through sound, through the voice, 
divine.
      Though it seems as this divinity is still consumed by the soci-
ety, who gave it the sovereignty of divine. When the object becomes 
voice, it becomes susceptible to the norms of society, and this action 
is vital for its existence. It merely becomes alive in this motion. 
And here we enter its fetish tendencies- If society is to set the 
norms for its structure and existence, these will always tend to be in 
use of the desire and drives, lusts, as happens with the female voice. 
I will come to that later. 

Oliver Sacks talks about how the human brain is disposed to create 
narratives, stories. The natural questions that we deal with coming 
D?�D85�G?B<4��1B5�D85B52I�C1D9CS54��2I�3B51D9>7�CD?B95C��1>4�=ID8C�1C�

�	�� (?<1>4��1BD85C�#ID8?<?795C�*85�$??>41I�&B5CC�
��
��@@��
	��(?<1>4��1BD85C�#ID8?<?795C�*85�
$??>41I�&B5CC�
��
��@@��
	��

�	
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answers. “%2/</�+</�=97/�-98.3>398=�90�>2/�,<+38��:</.3=:9=/.�>9�7C=>3-+6�+8.�
</63139?=�>2385381��09<�/B+7:6/�/:36/:>3-�-<3=/=�38�>2/�>/7:9<+6�69,/��/@95381�7C=-
>3-+6�@3=398=�”21 We could go so far to say, that all language originally 
came from the urge to formulate stories, and creating myths. As 
the magical word ABRACADABRA depicts- “I create as I speak”22 
These narratives were often carried by the singing, and its tempting 
to assume that the origin of religion is closely linked to singing. 
The function of language put into music, was the base of religious 
predicaments and auspices. The awareness of the expressive and 
communicative power of melody and rhythmical repetition has 
always been at the core of this junction (between music and lan-
guage), not to mention sacred words in rituals and exorcism.
      Singing was for the Aboriginals of Australia the main con-
structive part of their collective consciousness, becoming together 
with the walking, the physicality of the spiritual “path” of every 
individual23. In Vedic religion singing is the essential structure of 
the religion itself. Vedic Chanting required extreme self-discipline 
in the act of remembering large amounts of text, in connection to 
melody and particular movements. The essence of the prayer con-
sists in striving for perfection in the performance of these chants, 
hereby leading to illumination.24 The ritualistic use of the voice, 
has the tendency of devotion to the voice’s pure phonetic value (viva 
voce). The melodic aspect of the voice is essential exactly because 

21. Oliver Sacks, interview (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4AnuxDdg2II)
22. !EC8>5B��"1GB5>35��*85��??;�?6�-?B4C��*1<;9>7�)@9B9DE1<�"965��"9F9>7�)@9B9DE1<�*1<;�� 5G9C8�

Lights Publishing (1998). p. 11
23. Bruce Chatwin’s book “Songlines” explains the what the Aboriginals call “Dream-tracks” or 

Songlines, the system in which they orientated in the land by “singing the land to existence” 
�@@������
��*859B�25<956�G1C��D81D�D859B�1>35CD?BC�G8?�G1<;54�D85�<1>4�6?B�D85�SBCD�D9=5��DB1354�
D85�SBCD�@1D8C�2I�C9>79>7�D85=���F5BI�=1>�1>4�G?=1>�2?B>�?>�D85�<1>4��9C�D85B56?B5�2?B>�?>�
one of these Songlines, and learns this song from childhood, then when migrating to wherever 
it is needed, entering a new path, one tribe can exchange its song to the other. This is very 
B?E78<I�5H@<19>54�1>4�C9=@<9S54��C9>35�=1>I�=?B5�5<5=5>DC�1B5�9>F?<F54��1C�D85�613D�?6�45CD9-
>I�259>7�2?B>�9>D?�1�35BD19>�B?ED5�D?�@5BC9CD��*85�=19>�D8?E78D�9C�8?G�9D�G1C�SB=<I�25<95F54�
that by singing things, they became reality. 

24. The documentary Altar of Fire from 1975 by Robert Gardner, depicts the Nambudiri Brahmins 
9>�!5B1<1���>491��@5B6?B=9>7�,5493��81>D9>7�9>�1�@1BD93E<1B�B9DE1<�31<<54��7>931I1>1��9>�F5>5B-
1D9?>�?6�D859B��?4�?6�SB5��7>9���8DD@���GGG�I?EDE25�3?=�G1D38�F��=.E0�;80!���
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?6�9DC�<13;�?6�3?>DB92ED9?>�D?�D85�B5<979?EC�3?>D5>D��9DC�453?B1D9?>1<�
651DEB5C�=1;5C�D85�G?B4C�C@9B9DE1<<I�5<5F1D54�1>4�5R53D9F5�

“%29=/�A9<.=��-+</0?66C�=>9</.�98�:+:/<�+8.�38�7/79<C��-+8�+-;?3</�:/<09<7+>3@/�
=></81>2�986C�30�>2/C�+</�</6/1+>/.�>9�>2/�@93-/��+8.�3>�3=�+=�30�>2/�?=/�90�>2/�@93-/�
A366�?6>37+>/6C�/8.9A�>2/=/�A9<.=�A3>2�>2/�-2+<+->/<�90�=+-</.8/==��I��,/-+?=/�
90��>2/�0+->�>2+>�>2/�@93-/�.9/=�89>�+..�+8C>2381�>9�>2/3<�-98>/8>��I���>�+::/+<=�
>2+>�>23=�?=/�90�>2/�@93-/�/-29/=�>2/�=?::9=/.6C�+<-2+3-�@93-/��>2/�@93-/�89>�,9?8.�
,C�6919=”25

The voices’ power to escape the logos, seems likewise essential in 
Vedic chant. Originally the Four Vedas were religious prayers, only 
verbally transmitted. Their peculiarity lies in the tortuous rec-
itation, involving movements of the head according to particular 
words and tunes. The precision of the recital lays in its tonality, 
@B?>E>391D9?>�1>4�1335>D��1<<�613D?BC�D81D�45S>5C�D85�CDB5>7D8�?6�
the prayer26(also called ‘Divine Chanting’ ). Devotion is not only 
linked to the preservation and remembrance of the sacred texts, 
but also to the sacredness of their very phonetic performance. The 
Vedic Chanting is an example of how the text only can attain its 
importance becoming vocal- through its pronunciation and sound, 
its musical values. This junction comes closer to what would be the 
earlier mentioned sensual utopia, where none of the elements are 
shadowing the other, but are actually, totally dependent on each 
other, to simply exist. 
      This balance of elements, precision of performance and equal 
preservation of the textual value, might be a way to avoid the voice 
1<?>5�61<<9>7�9>D?�5H35CC9F5�7<?B9S31D9?>��?B�D85�D5HD�4B?G>9>7�D85�
=EC931<9DI�9>�9>D5<<53D�1>4�C97>9S31D9?>�

25. �?<1B�@@�
	�
26. Arthur Anthony Macdonnell A Vedic Grammar for Students, Motilal Banarsidass publ. 1916.
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The radical statement of Hildegard of Bingen27, declared not only 
that music in general is the essence of divinity, but that “if God is the 
7?=3-+6�:<38-3:6/�“:+<�/B-/66/8-/”�+8.�>2/��3@38/�A9<.�+>>+38=�3>=�><?/�.37/8=398�
986C�38�>2/�=381381�@93-/��>2/8�>2/�<+.3-+6�-98=/;?/8-/=�-9?6.�09669A�>2+>�>2/�7/</�
A9<.�,/6981=�>9�>2/�./@36”28 According to her, the Devil is male, and 
cannot sing. The purely semantic is equal to the pure evil, lacking 
the divine intention of intonation.
      So the problem does not only lay in the way of performing the 
singing- but in the general attitude towards the value of the text 
and its coming to life by the orality of the words.

�>��B1>;��5B25BDOC�C395>35�S3D9?>�>?F5<�Dune, and David Lynch’s 
adaption of it, the use of the voice has something in common with 
the Divine Chanting, the belief in the divine power of sound- 
D8?E78�EC54�F5BI�49R5B5>D<I��*85�@?G5B�?6�D85�N,?935O�9C�1�C;9<<�
belonging to the female29- consisting in controlling the emission 
of sound waves in such a way, that the listener can physically and 
subconsciously be manipulated.

“$97/�>29?12>=�2+@/�+�-/<>+38�=9?8.��%2+>�,/381�>2/�/;?3@+6/8>�90�+�09<7��
%2<9?12�=9?8.�+8.�79>398�C9?F66�,/�+,6/�>9�:+<+6C=/�8/<@/=��=-+>>/<�,98/=��I�”

The main character learns this power and uses it in a revolution. 
The power of the voice is (again) of purely feminine origin inhab-
iting notions of temptation and motherly commanding obedience, 
and somehow by being put into the body of a male, it acquires even 
more strength. Despite this, the voice is a neutral power by its es-
sence, tending both to Divinity and Profanity.

27. �9<45711B4�6B?=��9>75>��
	���M�
��)5@D5=25B�

����G1C�1�75B=1>�GB9D5B�1>4��5>5493D9>5�
abbess. She wrote several theological and medicinal texts, as well as a large amount of music, 
mainly for voice. (Hildegard von Bingen’s Physica, Inner Traditions / Bear & Co, 1998)

28. �?<1B��@@��	
29. In the movie and novel Dune, the main character is a mutt between human and alien, what 

provides him extraordinary strength- the most powerful of his skills, he inherited from his 
mother, the power of “The Voice”- the mother is a member of the Bene Gesserit order- an only 
65=1<5�C9CD5B8??4�?6�G9D38�<9;5�S7EB5C��?6�5HDB5=5�=5>D1<�1>4�@8IC931<�@?G5B��
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“��-+8�5366�A3>2�+�A9<.�H��G�8.�23=�A9<.�=2+66�-+<<C�./+>2�/>/<8+6”
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She’s–a–lady–
whoa–whoa–whoa
�!�����	�����������
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It is unavailable to mention, the discussion around the junction 
between music,voice and text, the genderdivision between feminini-
ty and masculinity. Already in ancient Chinese and Greek societies, 
the sceptical question about the validity of the voice was raised, and 
the thought was to “�/>�>2/�7?=3-�09669A�>2/�=/8=/�90�>2/�A9<.=���//:�3>�=37-
:6/�+8.�381/839?=��!8/�7?=>�-98./78�:</>/8>39?=�7?=3-�A23-2�3=�./@93.�90�=/8=/�
+8.�/J/738+>/”.�	 It was somehow already suggested, that the voice, 
becoming independent from the text, can be dangerous, entailing 
feminine and seductive characters:

“�I��>2/�7+38�-98-/<8=����A23-2�A366�</-?<�>2<9?129?>�23=>9<C�A3>2�+=>983=2381�
9,=>38+-C��+</�+6</+.C�>2/</�38�+�8?>=2/66��7?=3-��+8.�38�:+<>3-?6+<�>2/�@93-/��
=29?6.�89>�=><+C�+A+C�0<97�A9<.=�A23-2�/8.9A�3>�A3>2�=/8=/��+=�=998�+=�3>�./:+<>=�
0<97�3>=�>/B>?+6�+8-29<+1/��>2/�@93-/�,/-97/=�=/8=/6/==�+8.�>2</+>/8381��+66�>2/�
79</�,/-+?=/�90�3>=�=/.?->3@/�+8.�38>9B3-+>381�:9A/<=���?<>2/<79</��>2/�@93-/�,/-
C98.�=/8=/�3=�=/60�/@3./8>6C�/;?+>/.�A3>2�0/738383>C��A2/</+=�>2/�>/B>��>2/�38=>+8-/�
90�=3183K-+>398��3=�38�>23=�=37:6/�:+<+.317+>3-�9::9=3>398�98�>2/�=3./�90�7+=-?-
6383>C���I��>2/�@93-/�,/C98.�A9<.=�3=�+�=/8=/6/==�:6+C�90�=/8=?+63>C��3>�:9==/==/=�+�
.+81/�9?=�+>><+->3@/�09<-/��+6>29?12�3>�38�3>=/60�3=�/7:>C�+8.�0<3@969?=�”31

The voice, as the medium of utterance, when used without logos, 
is dangerous and sinful, by being a mere form without function. 
)5>C5<5CC�C?E>4�9C�C9>6E<���>4�133?B49>7�D?�&<1D?��D85�S<DB1D9?>�31>�
be done, separating useless from useful, by making a distinction 
25DG55>�D85�C?BB?G6E<�F5BCEC�CDB?>7�81B=?>93C��*85�SBCD�49F9C9?>�
13DE1<<I�?33EBC�9>�D85�5<5=5>D1BI�49R5B5>35�25DG55>�=1:?B�D?-
nalities being hard (durus) and the minor being soft (mollis). (Or 
as Leonard Cohen says it “The minor fall and the major lift”32) 
*85B516D5B��D85�49R5B5>D�81B=?>95C�1B5�31D57?B9J54�33

      For Plato the question is not whether or not music should be 
accepted or used in society, it is more a matter of division between 

�	�� &?9J1D��#9385<�"1�F?9H�4E�4912<5��
��
��&1B9C��#LD19<9L��@@�
���
��
31. Dolar, pp.43
32. )55�D85�5H@<1>19D9?>�85B5��8DD@���B?3;�75>9EC�3?=�"5?>1B4�3?85>�81<<5<E:18�<IB93C�>?D5����	��

and listen here, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YrLk4vdY28Q
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music that accentuates the audacity and gallantry of men in war, 
and music that weakens their tenacity. So, there is not only a gen-
der division between text and music, but also within the musical
CDBE3DEB5�9DC5<6��C?=5�81B=?>95C�1B5�31D57?B9J54�1C�65=9>9>5��2I�
D859B�C?6D5>9>7��=?<<96I9>7��D5>45>395C��G89<5�?D85BC�1B5�45S>54�1C�
masculine by their strength and vitality (durus).
      There is a suspicious attitude towards both the act of singing it-
self (in general), and the harmonies in which it moves and operates. 
The same mentality counts for the wind instruments being banned, 
for the fact of acting as E=?,=>3>?>/=�09<�>2/�@93-/F34 and something more 
likely to be played by women.
      We might ask ourselves if there still are traces of this tenden-
cy of gender-division in music, in our modern perception of the 
singing. Do we still condemn the voice detached from the content, 
to being frivolous and feminine, or does it add a divine presence to 
the song?

*85B5�1B5�C5F5B1<�65=1<5�S7EB5C�D81D�1B5�5C@5391<<I�B5<1D54�D?�D85�
voice in Greek mythology. Above all in the myth of the cicadas. The 
SBCD�=5>�D?�5>3?E>D5B�D85�#EC5C�PA/</�=9�9@/<A2/67/.�A3>2�>2/�:6/+=?</�
90�=381381�>2+>�>2/C�09<19>�>9�/+>�9<�.<385��=9�>2/C�.3/.�A3>29?>�/@/8�</+63D381�3>�”35 
The Muses then, of pity, transformed these men into cicadas, so 
that they could sing forever. In this story lies the original lethality 
of song- the singing of the Muses was so overwhelming that men 
“A/</�>+5/8�>9�./+>2�,C�>2/�:6/+=?</�90�=981”36. After this episode, pre-

33. “We were saying, when we spoke of the subject-matter, that we had no need of lamentations 
and strains of sorrow?-True.-And which are the harmonies expressive of sorrow? You are mu-
sical and can tell me.-The harmonies which you mean are the mixed or tenor Lydian, and the 
6E<<�D?>54�?B�21CC�"I491>��1>4�CE38�<9;5���*85C5�D85>����C194��=ECD�25�21>9C854��5F5>�D?�G?=5>�
who have a character to maintain they are of no use, and much less to men.-Certainly.-In the 
next place, drunkenness and softness and indolence are utterly unbecoming the character of 
our guardians.-Utterly unbecoming?-And which are the soft and convivial harmonies?-The Io-
nian,- he replied, -and some of the Lydian which are termed “relaxed”.- Well, and are these of 
1>I�EC5�6?B�G1B<9;5�=5>��'E9D5�D85�B5F5BC5���85�B5@<954���1>4�96�C?�D85��?B91>�1>4�D85�&8BI791>�
are the only ones which you have left.” (Plato Republic, book III, 398)

34. Dolar, pp.45
35. Plato ,Phaedrus, 245a.
36. �4B91>1��1F1B5B?���?B�#?B5�*85>�%>5�,?935��)D1>6?BD�+>9F5BC9DI�&B5CC��		���@@�
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cautions were probably made, and the Muses started singing only 
to the poets. The poet and him only, had the power to resist this 
deathly inundation of the voice, and translate its stories to some-
thing understandable by normal human- “�3=�:<3@36/1/.�</6+>398=23:�
A3>2�>2/��?=/�-98=3=>=�38�+�=?:/<2?7+8�:9A/<�>9�2/+<�>2/�+,=96?>/�>+6/�+8.�
7+5/�3>�38>9�+�=>9<C��I��2?7+86C�+?.3,6/”.37 Finally the sirens of Homer38 
who originally where half-bird-half women. They had the same 
‘absolute knowledge’39 and power of singing as the Muse, but where 
the Muses reserved their wisdom to the poets, the sirens sang for 
whoever approached their cost, not sparing anybody their lethality	. 
*859B�SC8�1DDB92ED5C�1>4�D5=@D9>7�251EDI�G5B5�1<<�5<5=5>DC�14454�
in a later interpretation, and their singing turned from narrative, to 
purely vocal.41

      Here lays the crucial problematic: The voice becomes the es-
sence of female beauty and temptation. Already being lethal, when 
the narrative is removed, this vocal abundance is accentuated- and 
“%2/�/8>3</�:+>29=�3=�-98-/8><+>/.�98�>2/�./+.6C��=/.?->3@/�-3<-?3>�,/>A//8�@93-/�
+8.�2/+<381��=9?8.�+8.�/+<���I��>2/�=3</8=�:<9.?-/
+8�+-9?=>3-�:6/+=?</�>2+>�5366=�7/8�”42

      
The lack of mercy of the sirens, is in contrast with the caution of 
the Muses. The sirens’ demonstrative way of sharing, conscious 
of its consequences, their sensuality- not only the later acquired 
physical sensuality, but also the original sonic one of the voice as 
narrative of total truth, gives them almost a status of challenging 
Goddesses, proposing the ones who wants to hear total truth, to die 
in their greed.

      

37. Cavarero, pp.98
38. Homer The Odyssey, Penguin Books, 1997
39. ”(…) just like the Muses, the divine singers (sirens) narrate musically the things that they saw 

happen on the Trojan plane and all over the earth. Theyknow all, completely and in detail, 
2531EC5�D85I�C55�1<<�Q���1F1B5B?��@@��
	��

	�� “Simple sailors can hear from the sirens what the Muse only reserved for the poet.”(Cavarero, 
@@�
	��

41. �1F1B5B?��@@�
	��
42. �1F1B5B?��@@�
	�
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Because–we’re– 
living–in–a–
material–world
��%�#������%�% �%����
���%����������
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The tempting nature of singing itself43, was used by Homer as a tool 
to enhance the narrative- and the choice of giving it a female form, 
decisive for later interpretation. When the narrative and semantic 
later were removed from the singing of the sirens, the power and 
CD1DEC�?6�D85�65=1<5�S7EB5�G1C�B54E354�D?�@EB5�C5>CE1<9DI��@EB5�
F?935��1>4�D85�B?<5�?6�D85�65=1<5��4??=54�D?�CE@5BS391<9DI��1�8?<<?G�
C85<<��G9D8?ED�9DC�;5B>5<�

G��./-3=3@/�=C7,963-�1/=>?</�>+5/=�=://-2�+A+C�0<97�>2/�=3</8=��6/+@381�986C�>2/�
@93-/��I��>2/�=3</8=�=?<@3@/�+=�+8�37+1/��,?>�89�6981/<�+=��97/<F=�37+1/H44

*85�65=9>9>5��719>9>7�9>�D85�SBCD�@<135�D85�@?C9D9?>�?6�D85�5<5=5>D�
of musical temptation, lost on the other hand credibility, almost as 
1�@E>9C8=5>D��?B�B57E<1D9?>�?6�F1<E5���>4�D89C�CE@5BS391<9DI�?6�D85�
65=1<5�F?935�C55=C�D?�81F5�>?EB9C854�=1>I�<1D5B�31D57?B9J1D9?>C�?6�
D85��65=1<5��F?935��79F9>7�9D�1�65D9C8�381B13D5B��D81D�=978D�CD9<<�1R53D�
our view on it.
      Adorno writes about the fetish-character of music:

“%2/</�3=�89�6+-5�90�:938>381�+8.�=/8>37/8>+6�-977/8>=�+==/==381�>2/�-?<</8>�7?-
=3-+6�-98.3>398�90�>2/�7+==/=�+=�98/�90�G./1/8/<+>398H��%2/�79=>�>/8+-39?=�90�>2/=/�
79>30=�3=�>2+>�90�=/8=?+63>C��A23-2�+66/1/.6C�/80//,6/=�+8.�38-+:+-3>+>/=
2/<93-�,/2+@39?<��I���0�>2/�797/8>=�90�:6/+=?</�38�>2/�3./+��>2/�@93-/��+8.��>2/�
38=><?7/8>�+</�7+./�38>9�0/>3=2/=�+8.�>9<8�+A+C�0<97�+8C�0?8->398=�A23-2�-9?6.�
13@/�>2/7�+8C�7/+8381��>2/C�7//>�+�</=:98=/�/;?+66C�3=96+>/.��/;?+66C�0+<�0<97�
>2/�7/+8381�90�>2/�A296/�+8.�/;?+66C�./>/<738/.�,C�=?--/==�38�>2/�,638.�+8.�
3<<+>398+6�/79>398=�A23-2�09<7�>2/�</6+>398=23:�>9�7?=3-��38>9�A23-2�>29=/�A3>2�89�
</6+>398=23:�/8>/<�”45

43. It is vital here to remember the fact that the sirens of Homer where not beautiful “the sirens 
are horrible and murderous monsters (…) surrounded by the dead corpses of male sailors. And 
their repellent character has a precise role in Homer’s poetry- namely, to guarantee that their 
381B=�3?=5C�?><I�6B?=�C?>7��?B�6B?=�D85�5@93�@5B6?B=1>35Q���1F1B5B?��@�
	���

44. �1F1B5B?��@@�
	��
45. *85?4?B�-���4?B>?�*85��E<DEB5��>4ECDBI��)5<53D54��CC1IC�?>�#1CC��E<DEB5��N%>�*85��5D9C8�

�81B13D5B�?6�#EC93�1>4�D85�(57B5CC9?>�?6�"9CD5>9>7O�&CI38?<?7I�&B5CC���		
��@@�����
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�>4�G81D�3?>35B>C�C@539S31<<I�D85�F?935�

“�>�3>=�79=>�:+==398+>/��7?=3-+6�0/>3=23=7�>+5/=�:9==/==398�90�>2/�:?,63-�@+6?+-
>398�90�=381381�@93-/=��%2/3<�=/8=?9?=�7+13-�3=�><+.3>398+6�+=�3=�>2/�-69=/�</6+>398�
,/>A//8�=?--/==�+8.�>2/�:/<=98�/8.9A/.�A3>2�G7+>/<3+6H���?>�>9.+C�3>�3=�09<19>>/8�
>2+>�3>�3=�7+>/<3+6���9<�7?=3-�@?61+<�7+>/<3+63=>=��3>�3=�=C898C79?=�>9�2+@/�+�@93-/�
+8.�>9�,/�+�=381/<���8�/+<63/<�/:9-2/=��>/-283-+6�@3<>?9=3>C��+>�6/+=>��A+=�./7+8./.�
90�=381381�=>+<=��>2/�-+=><+>3�+8.�"<37+��988+=��%9.+C�>2/�7+>/<3+6�+=�=?-2��./=>3-
>?>/�90�+8C�0?8->398��3=�-/6/,<+>/.�”46

The voice is celebrated for its materiality, in the name of its sensu-
1<9DI��1>4�D89C�F5>5B1D9?>�?6�9D�9C�G81D�9>�D85�5>4�>5EDB1<9J5C�9DC�B51<�
sensuality. The singing voice becomes therefore, before the lan-
guage even makes its entrance in the discourse, an outlined object 
whose only utility is limited to its own status. Its structure becomes 
hollow and at the same time rigidly hermetic for any meaning to 
6E<S<<�9DC�259>7��-85>�D85�C9>79>7�F?935�13AE9B5C�9DC�15CD85D931<�CD1-
tus and thereby entertaining values it bounces back every meaning 
that is attempted to be put in it.

The projection of our own incapability to declare independency 
from aesthetic standards, is what forms the voice’s potentiality of 
being an aesthetic object. Our expectations about it, delineates the 
status of the singer as the center of attraction, the Idol/Diva-status, 
becomes another distracting element in the delivery of the message/
D5HD��-85>�D85�C9>79>7�2531=5�@8IC931<�9>�D85�=?45B>�S7EB5�?6�D85�
sirens, the object of pleasure gained a body.

And what is then again the voice of this body?

46. *85?4?B�-���4?B>?�*85��E<DEB5��>4ECDBI��)5<53D54��CC1IC�?>�#1CC��E<DEB5��N%>�*85��5D9C8�
�81B13D5B�?6�#EC93�1>4�D85�(57B5CC9?>�?6�"9CD5>9>7O�&CI38?<?7I�&B5CC���		
��@@������
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Body–talk,–
talk–body–to–me
��"���#����#���"��
�����
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�B?=�3?E>DBI�D?�4??=�=5D1<�1>4�@?@�=EC93��G5�S>4�D85�@85>?=-
ena of musical-interjections. A rather underestimated element of 
the singing, which seems to be the expression of a body restrained 
2I�C5=1>D93C��G8?�S>1<<I��2I�D85�C385=1D93�BE<5C��B5AE9B5=5>DC��?6�
composition, acquires an equal place, as the word.

� �C�2+8.=�+</�=2+5C�+8.�7C�58//=�+</�A/+5
� ��-+8F>�=//7�>9�=>+8.�98�7C�9A8�>A9�0//>
� '29�.9�C9?�>2+85�A2/8�C9?�2+@/�=?-2�6?-5�
� �F7�38�69@/
� �F7�+66�=2995�?:
� �8�77�92��92��C/+2�C/+2�

In other examples, these emissions appear almost as patches, when 
D85�D5HD�9C�>?D�CEU395>D��?B�9DC�CI>D1H�G?>OD�=1D38�D85�=5<?4I�<9>5�
�������?=@1B54�D?�D85��<F9C�<IB93C��D85�?>5�?6��1BD??>C�D1;5�9D�5F5>�
further, by turning the musical-interjections into the main sub-
stance of the text, having the “real words” as a minority:

 Uhh ehh uh ah ah
 Ting tang walla walla bing bang
 Uhh ehh uh ah ah
 Ting tang walla walla bing bang Ting tang walla walla bing bang
� ��?2��?2��9�9�
� ��>96.�>2/�'3>-2��9->9<���A+=�38�69@/�A3>2�C9?
� ��?2��?2��9�9�
� ��>96.�>2/�'3>-2��9->9<���A+=�38�69@/�A3>2�C9?
� ��?2��?2��9�9�
 And the Witch Doctor he told me what to do
 He told me
 Uhh ehh uh ah ah
 Ting tang walla walla bing bang
 Uhh ehh uh ah ah 
 Ting tang walla walla bing bang Ting tang walla walla bing bang
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These musical-interjections can be seen as the physicality of the 
voice, transcribed into elements of the lyrics. These are, so to say, 
the abilities of the voice, the “left-overs” of semantic, the “mean-
ingless” sounds, not important to the intellect, but essential to the 
physical appeal.
      The surplus of the voice, the singers abilities, technical skills 
and stylistic choices, are all linked to this bodily excess of the voice. 
This is the point where the essence of the voice, as a bodily pres-
ence, literally takes command over the semantic.
      These “sounds of the body” might create a gap between the 
C9>75B��1>4�D85�B5359F5B���H@5B95>39>7�D89C�2?49<I�@B5C5>35�?6�D85�
C9>75B��D85�B?<5C�75D�3<51B<I�45S>54��1>4�D85�4?=19>�?F5B�D85�D5HD��
set. It is at this point, that the adoration can grow and the sing-
er become a sexual object- resulting in the birth of Idols, Divas, 
myths, and creating the danger of fetish.
      In music, the general relation to text seems to be more deter-
mined by the notion of possession- the roles of narrator and receiv-
er are heavier marked, of who has the “dominion” of the “telling 
voice”. Where this line has been blurred in literature, the narrator 
in some cases almost vanished, to let the text be its own dictator, 
the division of labour is still very present in the case of song. The 
voice of the singer, by its bodily presence, delineates the source of 
thought, asserting that the immersion of the listener is mainly em-
pathic- related to another person- As a listener, most of the times, 
you relate to the text being sung, by feeling and understanding 
through the voice singing= through another person (physical and 
emotional appeal). In this sense, the text in songs, is always auto-bi-
ographical, not necessarily to the singer as a person, but still to his/
her voice.

The voice cannot lie, the voice of singing is bound to its utterance. 
Or is it?
      In 1972 the song ‘Prisencolinensinainciusol’ by the Italian 
singer Adriano Celentano was released and gained great success on 
the Italian hit parades47. The song was entirely written in gibberish 
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�>7<9C8��*85�?><I�@EB@?C5�?6�9D�G1C�D?�C?E>4��=5B931>�9>�D85�51BC�
of Italians, gaining a true rock’n’roll status.

� �3�+3�=7+3�=/=6/<�/83�/6=�=9�-9�?36�:3=9�+3
� 38�./�-96�7/8�=/3@?+8�:<3=/8-9638/8=38+38-3?=96�96�<+3>
� +3�+3�=7+3�=/8L/-=�/83�19�09<�.9381�:/=9�+3
� 38�./�-96�7/8�=/3@?+8�:<3=/8-9638/8=38+38-3?=96�96�<+3>

*89C�C?<5<I�>?>�C5=1>D93�1R53D9?>�1>4�9==5491D5�B5C@?>C5�9C�
evidence of how singing moves us, or more precisely- the intention 
of a message is enough to rise the feeling of cohesion in us. Like a 
“phantom” recognition, we react on the action of ‘giving ones voice’, 
equals expressing some kind of feeling, emotionally sustained by 
the musical element. As it often occurs, the idea can be stronger 
then the truth, and the moment of (textual) revelation unnecessary- 
or even devastatingly disappointing. It is not only the music and the 
pure voice that invades us and calls for a reaction- it is the aware-
ness of a message being sung, a meaning being present, and this 
urge to manifest ones whatever common belief, is appealing. Here 
lays the secret behind the phenomenon of ‘singing along’- even (es-
pecially) when the text is not understood, the body follows.

Roland Barthes deals with the physicality of the singing, through 
his term ‘grain’.48 From the starting-point that the traditional way 
of commenting on music is limited, when “><+8=6+>/.�38>9�>2/�:99</=>�
90�6381?3=>3-�-+>/19<3/=��>2/�+.4/->3@/”49 and this due to the fact, that by 
turning music into a subject of discussion, the listener tends to give 
it almost human and social attributes, “<?./��+?=>/</��@3<36/��:<9?.” or 
“+66/1<9��+8.+8>/”. And here emerges the idea of music being com-
municative, personal and expressive. He addresses the singing, as 
the actual place where music and language meet- the grain of the 

47. �8DD@���GGG�I?EDE25�3?=�G1D38�F�I(,�7B�.	?#��8DD@���5>�G9;9@5491�?B7�G9;9�&B9C5>3?<9>5>-
sinainciusol

48. Roland Barthes, Image-Music-Text The Grain of The Voice, Farrar, Straus and Giroux,1978 
49. Barthes, pp. 179 Barthes, pp. 182  
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voice. This for Barthes, the opportunity that music has through the 
voice, to achieve an amalgamation with language, through lan-
guage itself- through diction. He distinguishes between two ways of 
singing, pheno-song as the expressive, dramatic and communicative 
and geno-song as the “+:/B�90�:<9.?->398�A2/</�>2/�7/69.C�</+66C�A9<5=�+>�
>2/�6+81?+1/��89>�+>�A2+>�3>�=+C=��,?>�>2/�@96?:>?9?=8/==�90�3>=�=9?8.�=3183K/<=��3>=�
letters”��	 Simply- in pheno-song, the singers’ “style” has the func-
tion of translating feelings and images, while geno-song lets the 
<1>7E175�D1<;�6?B�9DC5<6��G9D8?ED�1R53D9>7�9D��G9D8?ED�3?<?B9>7�9D�2I�
personal assumptions. Barthes seems reluctant towards the pho-
no-song, and points out, that these communicative attributes belong 
D?�C?391<�1>4�3E<DEB1<�=1DD5BC��1>4�2I�5>D5B9>7�D85�S5<4�?6�=EC93��
can obfuscate its means/possibilities- what again reminds of the 
fetish tendencies.
      In the same way he describes how the geno-song (in a Russian 
choir) is not personal “�I��+�,9.C�A23-2�2+=�89�-3@36�3./8>3>C��89�E:/<=98-
+63>C”51 but yet individual- a neutral body where the grain is “the 
7+>/<3+63>C�90�>2/�,9.C�=:/+5381�3>=�79>2/<�>981?/”�52���A+C�90�=381381��89>�,9?8.�
>9�>2/�G<?6/=�90�>2/�1/8</H�+8.�>2/�><+.3>398�90�38>/<:</>381�6+81?+1/�38�>2/�=381381�
+->��+�@93-/�-97381�0<97�G.//:�.9A8�38�>2/�-+@3>3/=��>2/�7?=-6/=��>2/�7/7,<+8/=��
>2/�-+<>36+1/=H,53 an archaic voice.
      The body cannot be separated from the word in song, its pres-
ence can’t and shouldn’t be removed from singing, but being a 
S7EB5�?6�B5@B5C5>D1D9?>��3?==1>49>7�9DC�5H@B5CC9F9DI�D?G1B4C�G81D�
is socially understood and accepted, it obfuscates the possibilities 
of language. When singing becomes too aware, conscious about its 
communicative power, too clearly appealing to the emotions, dra-
matic, it becomes decorative, and instead of facilitating language, 
9D�=1;5C�9D�@??B�1>4�CE@5BTE?EC���D�4?5C>OD�CDB5>7D85>�D85�G?B4��
but becomes a caricature of it- narrowing it down to a singular and 
=?>?D?>5�C97>9S31>35��?>5�655<9>7�D81D�G5�31>�C?391<<I�B53?7>9J5��

�	�� Barthes, pp. 182 
51. Barthes, pp. 182
52. Barthes, pp. 182
53. Barthes, pp. 183
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"9;5�1�3E<DEB1<�S<D5B�
      A more sober way of singing would instead let language be 
assimilated in a way closer to the unconscious recognition of words, 
which I mentioned before.
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Are–you–passionate?
�"�������!������
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We deal with time, body and intellect when we are listening to 
singing. And to not let these elements interfere on the costs of lan-
guage might be an utopia.
      Though the grain of Barthes strives for a devotion similar way 
to the Vedic Chanting- devotion to the divinity of diction, divinity 
of language, divinity of the word. He wants the performer to be 
humble to the word. I see this attitude towards singing, as a way 
to avoid the fetish character of it, and all the implications of its 
aesthetics, in the same way that the religious dedication to pure 
singing as pure delivery of the sacred word, is free from the inter-
ference of the ego, from interpretation.
      The limitations of temporality, as mentioned before, and the 
expectation of the singing and its tradition, the feminine, aesthetic 
value given to the voice, have not only limited our attention towards 
the textual aspect. Where poetry has moved away from the use of 
language based on narrative and some kind of logical representation 
of images, song-lyrics are still lacking this detachment. And this 
might be due to the adoration of the voice, to the immediate impact 
?6�=EC93��D81D�3B51D5C�1>�5=?D9?>1<�B5C@?>C5��D81D�C1D9CS5C�?EB�C5>C-
es, not leaving enough space for the language to unfold.
      The limitations of temporality in singing, shouldn’t therefore 
be a reason to diminish the level of the text. It seems that the tra-
dition of song writing is stagnated into a very indicative narrative, 
not giving the listener enough liability for his/her own approach. 
At the extremity, the music genres that deal with more “advanced” 
or at least dense song writing are also the ones very poor on the 
melodic, like rap and ‘spoken word’ (the last might not even be 
3<1CC9S54�1C�=EC93����S>4�9D�1C�45@B9F9>7�6?B�D85�1BD�?6�C9>79>7��D?�
turn melody to its minimum, for the enhancement of the text, as 
vice versa. Instead, the way that the sounds of musical interjections 
31=?ET175�D85=C5<F5C�1C�C5=9?D93�5<5=5>DC��9C�1�619B�3?=@B?=9C5��
D81D�=19>D19>C�D85�9>TE5>35�?6�2?D8�5<5=5>DC����C55�1�3BE391<�<9>;�
between the way that musical interjections enter the semantic world 
on equal conditions, and the unconscious assimilation of words. If  
we accept these senseless bodily utterances as equally contributing 
D?�D85�S>1<�5H@5B95>35��G5�31>�1C�G5<<�5H@<?B5�1�=?B5�12CDB13D��6B17-
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mented writing, applied to singing. Creating a more scattered, “au-
tomatic” writing, that appeals to an unconscious assimilation, would 
automatically remove the attention from the performer- turning 
?>5�F?935�9>D?�=1>I�F?935C��=1>I�C97>9S31D9?>C��1>4�D85�5<5=5>D�?6�
singing into a pure medium.
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